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ON THE APPROXIMATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS OF
SUMS OF INDEPENDENT RANDOM VECTORS

A.Yu. ZaYtsev

Let 81, be the o-field of Borel subsets of the Euclidean space R& , f,x be
the set of all probability measures on Bp, Dp be the set of infinitely divisible
distributions in fp. The notation r € Re will indicate that o : (at,...,te)
with rr'€ Rt, j:lr...rlr. For o,y € Re wewrite o <y if rr'<Vi forall
j : Lr...rk. For the e-neighbourhood of a set X C R& we use the notation
X': {y e Rt: inf,6lsllt-yll < e}. Wealsodenote: 1: (1,1,...,1) €
Re, E E f3 the probability distribution concentrated at zero, O(.F') € f,x the
Gaussian distribution having the same mean and the same covaria,nce operator as

a given F € F*, "(F): e-l D;= o F* f m! (products and p-owers of measures are
understoodintheconvolutionsense), F(a): F{{u e Rk: u < t}}, o € Re
the comesponding distribution function. The symbols C1,C2,... will be used to
denote positive constants depending only on the dimension /c.

We shall estimate the following characteristics of proximity of distributions
F,G e f*: the uniform distance

p(F,c): jåå, lF(r) - G(r)l ;

the multidimensional analogue of the Ldvy distance

L(F,G): inf{e : F(r -eL)-e <G(r) < F(**e1) *e for all r e R&};

the Ldvy-Prokhorov distance

r(F,G): inf{e: r{x} < G{x"} *e, G{x} < F{x"} *e for all x e Bs}

and for .\ > 0

sup max{ F(" + 0) - G(r *
s€Re

sup maxtr{x} - G{x^},
X e6n

Now we pass on to the statement of the problem. We consider the convolution
F : lll, fl of distributions F; € f* represented in the form

L(F,G; )) -
n(F, G; \) -

f1), G(t + 0) - F(* + .\r)h

G{x} - F{x^}}.

(1) F;: (1 - p;)U;*ptV;,
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where (JtV; e fn,
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(2) 0<h3p:r?9"Pt17,

the distributions U; are such that

(3) rtn{I"€Rå'llrll <"}} - 1, lr(Jt{d*}:o
and the distributions I/; are arbiirary. Similar representations of distributions
arise quite often when we wish to perform a truncation of independent random
summands. The problem is to estimate the closeness of the distribution .F to
the set Dp in terms of the parameters p and r. The one-dimensional variant
of this problem was considered in a slightly different form for the first time by
Kolmogorov [5], see also [4], [6], [7] and [1a]. Some infinite dimensional results
were obtained by Ba.k5tys and Paulauskas [3].

Let

W; = (L - p;)U;* p;8, G; : (1 - p;)E * p;V,
nnnn

w :fIw,, G :nG,, w. :f[,"(w;), G. : fI "(G;).i:r i=1 i=l i:r

We shall use the following approximating distributions:

Dr :WG, D2 :Ö(W)G, Ds :W*G,

D+ : WG*, Ds : ID(W)G*, Da : W*G*: fr "(n).i=r

Note that the distributions D5 a^nd D6 are infinitely divisible. Moreover, D6 is
an accompanying infinitely divisible distribution for F: fl!:rpn.

Theorem L. (see [10]). 
"åe 

following inequalities hold true:

(4) r(F,D) < Ct(p+ r(llnrl + 1)), i : 1,2,3;

(5) tr(F,D) Sln? + Cz(p* r(llnrl + 1)), i :4,5,6.
i:r

If the measures V; a,re identical for aJl i : 1r. . . ,n then

(6) r(F,D)3Cg(p*r(llnrlal)), i:4,5,6.

The characterisfics r(F, D i, \) may be estimated in a simila,r way replacing r(lln rl+
1) by exp(- Ca ),/r) on the rigfit hand sides of the conesponding inequalities.
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Theorem 2. For L(.,.) the following inequalities are valid:

(7) L(F,D)1Cs(p+r(llnrl +1)), i-4,5,6,
and for any ) > 0

(8) L(F, D i;)) S Cu(p * exp( -Cz xli), j - 4,5, 6.
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Corollary. Let e ) 0 andthe distributions F; e f,* be such that L(F;, E) < e

for aJI i:L,...,n. Let f : fllr F;. Thenthereexists adistribution D eDy
sueh that

(e) L(F,D) < Cae(llnel+ 1).

One-dimensional versions of the results formulated above and the history of
the problem may be found in [2], [14]. A slightly weakened formulation of Theorem
1 was proved in [10]. Since .D(F, D) < r(F,Di), the inequality (7) is also valid for
j : !,2,3. This follows from (4). Note that the term Di:tp? cannot be removed
from the right hand side of (5) without additional assumptions. This means that
in general .D(.,.) cannot be replaced in (7) by "(',.).

We grve below a plan of the proof of the inequality (7). In [10] it was proved
that

(10) n(F, D) 3 Ca(p* r(l ln rl + r)).

F\rrthermore, from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 [13] or from Theorem 1.1 [11] it follows
that

Taking into account the identity O(W) : iD(17.) a^nd well-known properties of
the Ldvy-Prokhqrov distance, it can be easily derived from (11), (12) that

( 11)

( 12)

( 13)

(14)

( 15)

(16)

( 17)

n(W,o(w)) l Cgr(l lnrl + 1),

n(W*, O(W.)) I Cro r(lln rl + r).

n(Dt, Dz) S Cg r(l ln rl + t),
r(Da,, Ds) S Cg r(l ln rl + 1),

n(Dz, Dt) I Cto r(l lnrl + r),
n(Ds,Do) S Crcr(llnrl + L).

In order to estimate the closeness of D; and Dj'a3, j : !r2r3, we need the
inequality

p(G, G.) 1 Crr p.
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A one-dimensional variant of this inequality was proved in [9] with the help of
the so-called triangle function method introduced and for the first time applied
by Arak [1], see also [2]. Note, however, that in order to prove the inequality (17)
in multidimensional case it is necessar;r to revise the methods to be applied. The
technical details connected with these changes in methods are discussed in [12].

It follows from (17) that

,9r?il, P(Di,Di+s) S P(G,G.) I cr1'P'

Note that for any Hr,Hz € Fp wehave L(H1,H) 3r(H1,H2), L(Hr,nr) 3
p(HuHz). Therefore, the inequality (7) can be easily deduced from (10), (13)-
(16), (18) with the help of the triangle inequality.

In spite of the fact that the inequality (8) seems to be essentially more general
in comparison with (7), it can easily be derived from (7) by means of variation of
a normalizing constant (see, for example, [2], [11], [13], [14]).

The method used in the proof of the inequality (17) gives a possibility to
obtain other interesting results. For example, we formulate below two theorems
about the closeness of multidimensional symmetric distributions. The set of sym-
metric distributions, i.e. distributions H € f* for which H {X} : H {-X} for all
X e B* will be denoted bV Fi,.

Theorem 3. Let h(t),t e Rfr, be the characteristic function of a distribution
H e Fi. Suppose that h(t) satjsfies the inequality h(t) > -1 + a, a ) 0, for aII
t € Re . Then for any natural number n

p(H",H"+r) < Cr"(n-'{ exp(-no * Crg ln3 n)) .

Theorem 4. For any natural nurnbers mrn the following inequalities hold
true:

( 18)

( 1e)

sup p(H" ,, ("(H )) ") 1 C u n-r /2 
,

H ef;

sup p(Hn, Hn+2) S crc n-r )

H eri
sup p(Hn , Hn*2m1 I cr| rrTn-r )

H erå

sup p(HnrHn*2m*t) < crcn-t/2 + cnrnn-|
H eri

and, consequently,

sup sup p(.EI', H"+^)3C$n-r12.
t<n<\ft Hefi

Remark. Fgr rn : 0 the inequality (19) was proved in [8], and it is optimal
with respect to the order. The corresponding counterexample is given by the
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one-dimensional symmetric distribution ,EI concentrated on two points {-1,1}:
ä{{-1}} : ä{i1}} : ll2. The one-dimensional variants of Theorems 3 and 4
are contained already in [2].
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